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1 MARCUS 

 

 

 The boy who may be my son has creepy visions. He sees things that might 

happen, things that have happened, and many things that undoubtedly never have and 

never will, but they all are things no boy of twelve should ever see. Like the events of the 

Blood Orange Murders, still unsolved and scandalous after 50 years. Will’s vision of the 

Blood Orange Murders makes him the event’s only witness, at least the only one that will 

admit to remembering anything.  

That Will has visions of the Blood Orange Murders and got sucked into this 

whole mess can only be my fault, even if I can not possibly be held responsible for either 

his clairvoyance or his compulsion to apply it. I am an optimist, however, and so I 

believe something good will come of Will’s current visions. A murder may be solved. A 

legendary lost manuscript may be found. The mystery may bring the two of us closer 

together. Such bonding is especially important, in case we ever determine that he is, 

indeed, my son.   

 Will’s visions used to be more limited in scope, if no less mortifying. However, 

he still insists in telling everyone all about them. For example, last fall there was the 

Incident With the Fish, because of which we can no longer eat in the picturesque town of 

Synbrook, Connecticut.  
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 On crisp, fall Friday night, amidst a room full of winter-woolened diners, the boy 

who may be my son stood up on the seat of his chair at the Deep River Tavern and 

zealously condemned the lemon-grilled trout.  

 “It’s poison!” Will proclaimed to a dining room suddenly so quiet that the clink of 

a fork on a glass resounded like an invective at a monastery. “It will kill you!” 

 I lowered one ear over the prismatically glistening flesh of my fish and listened 

intently. I had been bred to bear public spectacles, and this was by no means Will’s first 

public prognostication. 

 “It’s speaking to me, Will,” I told him, round-eyed. “He’s bubbling something. 

He’s telling me it’s not his fault.” 

 “It will kill you!” He shivered, as though his words alone might cause collateral 

colitis. 

 “Of all the things that might kill me now, Will,” his mother said, “the trout is the 

least of my worries.” Elaine picked up her fork and stabbed across the table at the flat and 

rib-striped filet on my plate.  

 “Aiiieee!” I shrieked.   

Elaine glared at me and chewed a bite of my fish. The entire restaurant tensed for 

her verdict. She shrugged her shoulders and widened her eyes at her son with the 

expectation that this one harmless bite would refute his denunciation.  

 “You’ll get sick!” Will cried from his pulpit.  

 “Bub, bub, bub, bub,” I said. Will’s concentration was diverted towards me. “He’s 

saying when he was a baby trout he was almost eaten by a bass and has suffered from a 

stress disorder ever since.” 
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 “Shut up, Marcus,” Elaine snapped. She hissed at her son. “Will, sit down!” 

 “It’s poison!” 

 “Will,” I whispered, “you’re embarrassing the fish.”  I gestured at the trout by 

twitching my head and glancing plateward.  

 Will stared at me for a moment, his rapture disrupted. He shook his head, and for 

a moment I thought he’d start screaming that I was poison. Then he giggled. I was trying 

to suppress a smile and only succeeded, I was sure, in looking like an insane person. A 

tall man wearing a dark gray suit and a facial expression like a too-long tie approached 

our table with a couple of waiters.   

 Elaine swore. “Sit down, Will!”  

 Will sat down and stared at his macaroni and cheese as though it had been 

divinely granted, pure and poison-free.  

 “The fish is poisoned,” he said.   

 I extended my plate towards the maitre d’. “There’s something wrong with this 

fish.”  

 “I’m afraid we’ll have to ask you to leave.” The restaurant manager’s moustache 

curved over his lip like a scythe.  

 “Because the fish is bad?” 

 “Your son is disturbing the peace of this restaurant.” 

 “What if he’s right?” 

 “Do I have to call the police?” 

 I shrugged.  “Can you put our food in a doggy bag, then? Except for the fish?”  
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We were not-so-politely escorted from the Deep River Tavern. This was just as 

well because the trout turned out to be infused with toxins disgorged by an aging New 

England munitions plant into the Berkshire River, where the fish had been caught. Later 

that night, doubled-over diners paraded into the Amherst Memorial Hospital in a bizarre 

gastrointestinal homecoming, where they were skewered for days by plastic tubes. That 

dinner marked the end of the Deep River Tavern and again confirmed to all rational 

people that Will was a prophet.  

If anyone – especially Elaine – had any remaining doubts about Will’s abilities 

after the Incident with the Fish, his visions of the Blood Orange Murders should have 

dispelled them. I may have denied to Elaine that I was responsible for Will’s latest 

fixation, but I almost certainly was, and everybody knew it. The visions began a month 

ago, when I made my occasional pilgrimage from Boston to Charfield Springs, the 

university town where Elaine worked and she and Will lived. I had brought work with 

me. Not the stuff that Tagawamic State College underpays me to do – correcting 

freshman writing assignments or preparing for the infinitely more interesting course I 

teach (and the one that keeps me employed) on American Noir Fiction. Rather, I brought 

research for my Blog on noir fiction, “The Black Eye,” and for the same-titled book that I 

someday hope to finish. The trunk of my crappy car contained three banker’s boxes of 

notes, letters, battered books, and magazines with lurid covers and titles like, “Black 

Mask,” “Midnight Bullets,” and “Inside Scoop.” 

Elaine calls “The Black Eye” an obsession; I consider it career development, even 

though it has lasted longer than my ten-year academic career.  
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The Blood Orange Murders are not the focus of my research; they are merely 

related to my goal, but because of their notoriety they have been annoyingly unavoidable. 

My Holy Grail has been, “The Bird of Night,” the famous lost, last screenplay by 

Raymond Chandler and Jack Livenworth that depicts the final case and death of Philip 

Marlowe. “The Bird of Night” is for Philip Marlowe what the terminal, “The Adventure 

of the Final Problem,” was for Arthur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes. However, as 

great a mystery as is, “The Bird of Night,” it is always overshadowed by the Blood 

Orange Murders, a crime almost as bizarre and sensational as the other legendary 

Hollywood homicide, that of the Black Dahlia. One of the Blood Orange Murder victims 

happens to have been Raymond Chandler’s supposed “Bird of Night” co-author, Jack 

Livenworth.  

Fifty years, one hundred suspects, two thousand rumors, and a million 

speculations later, nothing about either mystery has been resolved. But I try not to care 

about the Blood Orange Murders. I simply want to find, “The Bird of Night,” no matter 

what it costs me in money, time, friends, family, social standing, health, and job 

performance. Like any good career development move.  

But the goddamn Blood Orange Murders keep getting in the way.  

“I see a man in a dark house,” Will told Elaine and me on a recent Saturday 

morning in the oversized kitchen of her hundred-year-old house. Will’s eyes were  

as dark and as the milk in his cereal bowl was white. He savored the images in his mind. 

“The man moves through the rooms and doesn’t make any noise. There are people in the 

house, and he’s going towards them. Step by step in the darkness. They don’t know he’s 
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there. They’re watching TV. He lifts up his arm, and he’s got something shiny in his 

hand…” 

Elaine snatched his cereal bowl away.  

“What are you doing!” Will shrieked.  

“No more of this!” Elaine whipped to the sink and dumped the bowl’s contents 

down the drain. “Every time you eat junk cereal you start seeing things.” 

“That quack doctor you took me to told us I don’t have diabetes or anything and 

there’s no reason I can’t eat good stuff.” 

“No reason except that it gives you daytime nightmares. Which is why I keep the 

junk food out of the house and you don’t get it unless Marcus sneaks it in.” Elaine aimed 

two hellpit eyes at me.  

I shrugged. “It’s a treat.” 

“Like that trash in the trunk of your car, which Will no doubt has seen.” 

Will looked distractedly and mournfully towards the sink, as though he were half 

in the kitchen and half somewhere far, far away. “The magazines are good stuff. It’s 

educational,” Will said. 

“It’s Americana,” I clarified, in my most professorial tone. “Quintessential 

American culture.” 

“It’s pornographic.” 

“He’s got a knife.” Will said. 

“Who?” Elaine stared first at Will and then at me. “Him?” 

“The man in the dark house. And he’s wearing black shoes. And the TV is 

showing some show with a man wearing a dress.” 
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“Wearing a dress!” 

The details in Will’s visions proved to be critical. Not long after Elaine banished 

my bankers boxes (and almost me) from the house and reinstituted draconian 

environmental measures, the details transformed a tricky situation into an incomparable 

mess. The details turned out to be known by no one except the sole survivor of the Blood 

Orange Murders, Jack Livenworth’s daughter Alexandra.  

But first, a week after Will’s first visions, things got even more complicated, in a 

way I’d been dreaming about for years.  

During a decade of researching and hunting for, “The Bird of Night,” I had 

personally contacted at least several times every living person who had been involved 

with Jack Livenworth, his wife Marion, Raymond Chandler, and the legendary “Bird of 

Night” manuscript. My “Black Eye” Blog details all of these amazing adventures. Some 

of the people I spoke with actually agreed to talk to me again after an initial conversation. 

I sometimes am a little too zealous about “The Bird of Night.” 

My favorite “The Bird of Night” contact had to be Frederick “Fitzy” Mayhew, a 

scissory old Hollywood agent who represented Jack Livenworth during the last few years 

of his life. Fitzy escaped Hollywood in the late 80’s and retired to Miami. My parents had 

fled New England’s brutal winters for South Florida’s sunny death grip, and so I had 

made a habit of visiting Fitzy during trips to see Mom and Dad. My parents were loving 

and thoughtful and almost serene in their old age; Fitzy was an amusing, suntanned and 

chubby viper, all mocking bite and Hollywood venom.  

  Fitzy grew to really like me, however, perhaps partly because he had no surviving 

family, and I appeared to be the only person who came to see visited him. I enjoyed 
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hearing his stories about the underbelly of Hollywood’s Golden Era and the glory age of 

noir and hardboiled detective fiction, even if he proved utterly unhelpful when it came to 

“The Bird of Night.”  

 “’Bird of Night?’” Fitzy would snap so violently I feared his dentures would fly 

out of his doughball face. “’Bird of Night?’ Never saw a goddamn thing. But that wasn’t 

anything new. While I was his agent, that fucking Jack cheated me out of a hundred 

grand in commissions, easy. He didn’t tell me half the jobs he was hustling. Sometimes 

I’d only see a script he’d written because I got a copy through friends at the studios. And 

by the time he died Jack owed so much money to everybody he wouldn’t have given me 

my cut if he sold a story for a buck. You think I’d be spending the end of my days in this 

retirement craphouse if my writers paid me what I earned?” 

 “I still can’t believe nobody knew anything about ‘The Bird of Night.’ Why are 

there so many references to it if it never even existed?” 

 “Bucko, you’re worse than Captain Ahab.” Fitzy squinted at the relentless Florida 

sun. “Move the umbrella, will ya? Sun’s in my eyes again.” When Fitzy twisted in his 

lounge chair, his beard rolled between his chins and vanished. “There’s a billion 

references to Shangri-La, and nobody’s ever found that, just like nobody’ll find that 

goddamn script. Get yourself a woman or something. Quit wasting your precious years 

on something stupid and on old farts like me. Sun’s still in my eyes, bucko.” 

 “Women can be more fun than old screenplays,” I agreed, “but ‘The Bird of 

Night’ will be easier to find than the right woman.” Elaine might have been an exception, 

of course, but our thing had ended tragically and for good a long time ago.  
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 “Hell with the ‘right woman,’” Fitzy barked. “Find one to fuck and go from 

there.” 

 Surprisingly, Fitzy had never married.  

 Not so surprisingly, given that he was eighty-six and had lived for years mainly to 

spite his doctors, Fitzy died two weeks ago.   

I didn’t even know Fitzy was gone until I received a certified package in the mail 

from a South Florida attorney serving as Fitzy’s executor. The package contained a cover 

letter from the lawyer and a freshly-sealed 10” X 13” manila envelope with my name on 

it. The lawyer’s letter explained that, in his will, Fitzy specified that I was to received the 

enclosed items. And so I sat down at my secondhand desk in my tired apartment in a dull 

Boston suburb and opened Fitzy’s large manila envelope, expecting an original copy of 

one of the classic hardboiled pulp magazines, maybe “Ellery Queen’s Mystery 

Magazine,” or “Manhunt.” 

 Instead, I found a recent letter from Fitzy and a 9” X 12” manila envelope that 

looked like it hadn’t been touched in decades. Inside this was an age-gray photocopy of a 

two-page synopsis for, “The Bird of Night.” 

 According to every mainstream authority on the subject – a group that should 

include me – the synopsis was not supposed to exist. Assuming what Fitzy left me was 

genuine, we were all wrong. But if it weren’t real, why would Fitzy fabricate it, 

especially since he had always denied possessing or knowing anything about “The Bird 

of Night”? For that matter, why had Fitzy adamantly denied that either the script or 

synopsis even existed? “The Bird of Night” had been an important possible motive for 

the Blood Orange Murders, which meant that Fitzy had withheld evidence by not ever 
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revealing the existence of the synopsis to police. Dozens of police had questioned him 

during the original 1960 investigation, and he apparently had managed to keep his secret 

during what had to have been intense, even brutal scrutiny. Why? 

 His cover letter explained it. 

 

 Marcus: 

 I’ve made a lot of mistakes in my life, and this is probably another one. But what 

the hell. Obviously, I lied to you about the synopsis, for your own good. I tried to keep 

you from pissing your life away on a goose-chase, but you seem hell-bent on doing it, 

anyway. So here you go.  

 I should tell you why else I lied about this, not just to you but even to the L.A.P.D. 

Frankly, I was scared shitless, definitely after the murders, and even during all these 

years since. Right after Jack and Marion got killed, I got threatening phone calls telling 

me to not say anything to the police about “The Bird of Night.” Seemed pretty obvious 

that the mob was behind the murders, and if they were ballsy enough to kill Jack and 

Marion, they wouldn’t hesitate to shoot an agent. The phone calls also told me to put all 

my files for “The Bird of Night” in a big envelope and to leave it under a dumpster 

behind a shithole apartment a few blocks off Wilshire.  

 If I were a stand-up guy, I wouldn’t have become an agent and sure wouldn’t 

have gone to Hollywood. I had to deal with the L.A. mob a few times because they 

sometimes owned the studios and sometimes owned the unions and sometimes were the 

money behind deals. You didn’t fuck with the mob. I was afraid of the police, but I was 

more afraid of the mob. “The Bird of Night” file would have been some kind of evidence 
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in the murders, and I suppose the LAPD would have used it in their case against the mob. 

So I broke some laws. I don’t feel so bad, though, since the LAPD never would have 

made their case, anyway. There were too many cops on the take or making political deals 

or whatever. Look how many officers were convicted or kicked off the force in the 

aftermath, just for covering up for suspects that had nothing to do with the crime. 

So I shut my mouth and put my “Bird of Night” originals in the envelope under 

the dumpster. But since I’m not a stand-up guy, I made copies, just in case. In case of 

what, who the hell knows? 

The pisser is that I don’t know much about “The Bird of Night,” beyond the 

synopsis, and the thing sounded like a dog. Read the synopsis and see what I mean.  

Jack told me he never wrote the script or even the synopsis, but of course he was lying 

big time. One time he was talking to me after a half-dozen drinks, and he slipped up and 

mentioned the draft script, then right off denied he’d written it. So I think he wrote the 

whole thing and maybe even did show it to Raymond Chandler. He sure never showed it 

to me. I didn’t even get my copy of the synopsis from Jack – I bribed a janitor over at 

Aurora Studios to swipe the file. So Aurora had at least something. But once the murders 

happened, Aurora seemed pretty happy to not have anything to do with, “The Bird of 

Night.”  

I used to wonder where “The Bird of Night” script went. There should have been 

something, somewhere. But then, if someone made me give up what I had, someone would 

have gotten from Jack everything he had written. But even more than me, Jack was 

paranoid. He would have made copies. He would have hidden something. I hate to say 

that, though, because it’ll just set you off.  
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But since you asked for it, and I’m not around any more, the problem’s now 

yours. Turn the synopsis over to the LAPD or publish it or whatever. But know that just 

six months ago I got another phone call telling me not to say a thing about the “Bird of 

Night.” I’ve been getting reminders for fifty years, at least once every couple years. So, if 

you’re not careful, you’re getting some trouble here, bucko.  

Be careful what you wish for. Be good and don’t try to be too much of a stand-up 

guy.  

Fitzy 

 

So there it was. Proof. Sort of. There’d be some serious authentication ahead. 

There’d be all kinds of problems. Go to the police? Maybe at some point. Would the 

Livenworth or Chandler estates claim the synopsis? Maybe, although they’d face an 

ownership fight. I had a piece of the Holy Grail in my hands, and I wasn’t going to give it 

up right off the bat. This was no time to be a stand-up guy.  

And then, last week, I got a creepy message.  

  


